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“If you can serve your customers with the same 
thoughtfulness, interest, courtesy, and 

friendliness that you would show if they were 
guests in your own home, then you will have 

satisfied customers and find greater enjoyment 
in your work."

Charles Walgreen

A modern, customer centric retail 
experience



Ensuring safety for customers, 
team members

Providing COVID-19 tests and 
vaccinations to the community

Recognizing our senior customer’s 
unique needs  

Health expertise and content 
during times of uncertainty

The role of the pharmacist in 
healthcare

Being 
Essential

17.2k likes
610 comments

108 saves & shares
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/ 2020 Marked a Step Change In How 
We Invest Marketing Dollars



Owned Channels Became A  Digital Contactability Powerhouse
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Digital 
Reach

Marketing 
Technology

AI & Machine 
Learning

250%



Launching New Ways to Reach Customers
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Pick Up

New  Mobile 
App

Pharmacy 
Chat

Omni Channel 
Shopping Services



Allowing Personalized Value to Scale
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Digital 
Innovation

Personalized Content & 
Custom Coupons

Centralized 
Value Platform



Commitment To Change Management Generated Additional Value To 
Customers
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Test and Learn 
Culture

Mass Personalization 
Training 

Cross  Functional 
Obsessed Squads

Define

Analyze

Measure

Improve

Learn



2021 Strategies 
Continue to Scale 
Capabilities to 
Drive Growth

Adobe Full 
Implementation

Investment in  people 
and diverse talent

Scaled use of 
AI & Ml

In-store customer 
service capabilities
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Introducing…



Loyalty Rewards Reimagined

Redesigned Mobile App Experience 
as Gateway to Heath & Wellbeing 



Environmental Alerts

Wellness Journeys

Community Health Alerts

Community Health
& Environmental Alerts



Personalized product bundles 
for Pickup or delivery



Walgreens Cash Rewards 
& Community Donations



WAG 1p Data Signals
allow us to accurately identify existing 
customers across paid + owned 
media to deliver personalized, 
relevant messaging

Behavioral Signals
allow us to understand users based 
on their online behavior inclusive 
of search intent, affinities, and more

Contextual Signals
allow us to show up alongside relevant
content to deliver a rich user experience

Transaction Signals
allow us to understand the types of 
products users are actively in-market 
for and where they shop the category

Environmental Signals
allow us to identify geo-locations 
surging in need for specific products 
based on weather, flu index, etc.

Location-Based Signals
allow us to understand user location 
visitation patterns and proximity to a 
Walgreens location

To personalize each shopper’s messaging and motivate them to join, we’ll use 
various signals to inform which benefit is most relevant for them



“The stores we will be opening 6 months 
or a year from now can reflect the newest 

features of which we are aware today. 
But by then, there will be other new things and 

these new units will be obsolete. “

Charles Walgreen

Innovation is at the core of a great 
retail experience


